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Calling all puzzle lovers, animal enthusiasts, and challenge seekers!Color Quest Animals features

30 wild and wonderful creatures that are just waiting to be revealed. Grab your colored pens or

pencils and start shading in these shapesâ€¦and in no time at all, youâ€™ll free the images

concealed on the page. Your odyssey will take you on a magical journey to find animals that are

hiding in plain sight, including a magnificent mandrill, a colorful kingfisher, or a beautiful butterfly.

Once youâ€™ve completed them, perforated pages allow you to pull them outâ€•making them

perfect for decorating, framing, or giving as gifts. Itâ€™s all just waiting to be liberated by you as you

color each one, breathe new life into these pages, and uncover stunning and intricate works of art in

your Color Quest.
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â€œThe Color Quest books from Barronâ€™s make for a nice coloring activity for detail-oriented

people.â€•&#151;Geekdad

By Far the BEST!!!! so excited about this ! color quest books are fantastic ! please make more of the

same type color by number books !!! challenging . easy to see numbers. pictures are great and the

paper is thick and size of pictures are awesome ! can't get any better !

I LOVED the first color quest book and I love this one. I was very excited to order this as soon as I

saw there was a second. The only thing I'd change is that they'd come out with more new books



more often. The color quest books are my all time favorite adult coloring book.

This book is fantastic. As good as the first. Love the penguin and the Kola and the pink dolphin

5 out of 5 stars - I love it. Basically a Paint-By-Numbers book. Great paper quality, nice and heavy.

When coloring with ink, it does not bleed through. The pages are perforated so once you're done

coloring a page it can be torn out and framed (if you should so choose). The pages/images are

complex and will provide for hours of coloring. One thing I didn't realize (more like, didn't pay

attention to the specs) was the size of the book. Thought it'd be a typical 8x11 size coloring book,

but it's larger, more like 11x17. Not a con for me, but the size makes it a little tricker to pack or

transport.

This is the first book I received from a friend and I bought a second as the images come out so

beautiful I sent one to her to have it framed! These books are oversized, the paper is thick and good

quality, as well as an easy way to relax without worrying about shading. For me, it's perfect to

unwind at night.There are 2 small things that are sort of a downside: 1. The colors listed can be hard

to match. I use a hue that is similar and it always looks good and 2. The shapes are very, VERY

small. For some, I need reading glass for my reading glasses! Neither issue is enough to take a star

off because they can be remedied and if the artist were to make the shapes bigger we'd lose the

charm of the finished product.

We saw another version of this book in Michaels and would have purchased it, but of course,  had a

better price. This is the NEATEST coloring book. Most of the pages you can't tell what the animal is

until you start coloring in the spaces. There's a color legend on each page which gives you an

opportunity to match their suggested colors, or use your own. large, thick pages. My daughter and I

are so happy with this purchase! You will be too!

ColorQuest is absolutely my favorite coloring books. (And I might have A LOT of color books....) It's

fun not knowing what the picture is until you're about halfway through the sheet. It's a fun little

puzzle and I will buy every ColorQuest book they put out. And they better put out more soon! I'm

almost done!!!

It's amazing.... I'm addicted! The ink doesn't bleed through and each page is easily separated from



the book. Good quality paper. No complaints!
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